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flCGIH 
ACGIH Is an International organization 
consisting of professional personnel In 
governmental or educational Institu-
tions active day-to-day In occupational 
safety 1 health programs. The American 
conference of Governmental Industrial 
Hygienists CACGIH> has made substantial 
contributions to the development and 
upgrading of official health services, 
both to Industry and to labor. Its com-
mittees, particularly those on Industrial 
ventilation and Threshold Limit Values, 
are recognized and respected world· 
wide for their expertise and continuing 
contributions to the practice of Indus-
trial hygiene. No technical library, 
public or private, Is complete without 
these publications ... 
Threshold Limit Values for Chemical Sub-
stances and Physical Agents in the Work-
room Environment 
Documentation of the Threshold Limit Values 
Industrial Ventilation-A Manual of Recom-
mended Practice 
Air Sampling Instruments Manual 
Identify and Measure Airborne Asbestos 
Workplace Control of Carcinogens 
labeling and Warning Systems 
Guide for Control of lazer Hazards 
Industrial Hygiene for Mining and Tunneling 
Non-ionizing Radiation 
Process Flow Diagrams and Air Pollution 
Emission Estimates 
Herbert E. Stokinger lectures 
History of Respiratory Protective Devices in 
the U.S. 
History of the Development of Industrial 
Hygiene Sampling Instruments & 
Techniques 
The First Forty Years 1938-1978 
The Federal Industrial Hygiene Agency 
Transactions of ACGIH Annual Meetings 
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For a complete information packet and order-
ing information, direct your inquiry to: 
Publications 
section, 
ACGIH, 
Dept. K, 
P.O. Box 1937, 
Cincinnati, OH 
45201 
(513) 941-0179 
itiating. Implementation is seen as essential 
to its eventual success, yet all must also be 
aware of what Bennis terms "the politics of 
change" and the challenge it portends, 
especially in "diffuse power structures," a 
term well applied to academic and research 
libraries. 1 
MRAP is no longer new, and with OMS' 
constant refinement and development of it 
and other self-assisted programs, it has 
grown to be a mature and helpful compan-
ion. The caveat remains that MRAP can be 
but a beginning in organizational develop-
ment. Managing change and its processes is 
complex; the wider the arsenal of tools, the 
better. Wisely, too, it has been recom-
mended that the M RAP process be mod-
ified to 'ensure a role for library directors, 
since implementation must largely be their 
responsibility. Earlier this role had been 
"apart from the process." 
Unlike many OD processes, MRAP has 
now been assessed. While more research 
and evaluation of it is needed, this organiza-
tion development program as a planning 
mechanism, say Johnson and Mann, has 
been shown to be quite effective. So, too, is 
their tight and meaty report. While 
obviously of major interest to MRAPians, 
old and to come, there is succinct fodder 
here for managers and others interested in 
organizational change. One note comes 
across quite clearly: managing change re-
quires sensibility, and, as the authors point 
out in a quote, "Evaluation . . . involves 
more than judging; it also encompasses 
understanding .... "-Warren B. Kuhn, 
Iowa State University, Ames. 
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Copyright, Congress and Technology: The 
Public Record. Edited with an introduc-
tion by Nicholas Henry. Phoenix, Ariz.: 
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This five-volume collection of U.S. copy-
right documents traces the development of 
federal copyright policy as it applies to li-
brary photocopying and computer software. 
Volume 1 begins with an excerpt from the 
Annual Report of the Register of Copyrights 
for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1958, 
describing preparations by the Copyright 
Office for a major revision of the copyright 
law. It is followed by foundation works, 
such as William Blaisdell~s "Study No. 2: 
Size of the Copyright Industries," Allan 
Latman's "Study No. 14: Fair Use of Copy-
righted Material by Libraries"· (all 1960). 
Other key documents include the Regi~ter 
of Copyright's 1961 "Report ... on the 
General Revision of the U.S. Copyright 
Law" and the long series of congressional 
hearings, drafts, and reports that followed. 
This series of documents fills most of the 
first three volumes. (Volum~ 2 also contains 
documents from the Williams and Wilkins 
case.) Volumes 4 and 5 contain documents 
issued by the National Commission of New 
Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works 
(CONTU). Volume 4 includes CONTU-
commissioned studies of photocopying and 
computer uses by Yale Braunstein, Marc 
Breslow, Bernard M. Fry, Harbridge 
House, King Research, and Vernon E. Pal-
mour. Volume 5 contains the CONTU Final 
Report. 
Although this is a useful compilation of 
congressional and judicial documents, many 
of which are now out of print, it is marred 
by many errors that limit its usefulness. The 
documents were edited to reduce their size, 
and in. the process of editing some i~forma­
tion sought by scholars and librarians was 
omitted. The title pages of most documents 
were edited to remove all but the author 
and title (or sometimes just the title). The 
editor also omitted the tables of contents for 
the documents. Since congressional docu-
ments usually do not have indexes, the 
tables of contents are especially useful as 
finding tools. The usefulness of the eight 
congressional reports in volumes 2 and 3 is 
further reduced by the editor's decision to 
omit the text of the bills. (Thus, someone 
tracing the development of Section 108(b), 
on copying unpublished works, will find the 
text of the congressional reports, but not 
the text of the bills.) Although the editor 
identified those documents that were trun-
cated, there is no indication or summary of 
the omitted portions, nor are the locations 
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of the omissions identified. 
Other problems include inappropriate 
running heads, the absence of full citations 
at the beginning of each document, several 
mislabeled documents, and title pages of 
the set itself that do not identify the volume 
in hand. The most significant error appears 
at the end of volume 3. The document 
identified in the introduction as the Copy-
right Revision Act of 1976 is, in fact, Senate 
Bill 22 (94th Congress, 2d Session). This is 
a significant document, which should be in-
cluded, but it is nQt the copyright law itself. 
(The reviewer called the error to Henry's 
attention and he discussed it with the pub-
lisher; the publisher will reissue Volume 3 
with the correct document in place.) 
This five-volume work was designed to 
trace the twenty-one-year development of 
the federal copyright policy in terms of li-
brary photocopying and the application of 
the federal copyright law to computer soft-
ware. Aside from the problems noted 
above, it serves its stated purpose very 
well. However, patrons approach the copy-
right law from many angles. Those COI)-
cerned with copyright protection for sound 
recordings will be disappointed to discover 
that the Sound Recording Amendment of 
1971 and its related documents are not in-
cluded. Those concerned with registration 
or the mass media will find that key pas-
sages (or key documents) on those topics 
have been omitted since they do not relate 
to photocopying or computers. This raises 
questions about the usefulness of the work. 
Most libraries will be better served by a 
less expensive one-volume collection of cur-
rent copyright documents available from 
one. of the legal or library publishing 
houses. Patrons who are interested in the 
pre-1975 documents may find the desired 
material in this set or they may have to 
search for it elsewhere. Because of the 
limitations of this work and the availability 
of one-volume collections of current copy-
right documents, this expensive set is rec-
ommended only for comprehensive copy-
right collections.-]erome K. Miller, Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
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